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Altho~h

there seems to be little use in apeoulating

about the degree of Pilate's philosophio profundity when
he asked,"What is truth?"

a Christian does well to

consider Christ's prior statement, "I am the truth,"
together with other Scriptural pallsages tha,t might

throw light on the nature of truth.

Sinoe

proteeta~B.

in contradistinotion to Romanists, reject a literalism
that finds transubstantiation in the worda, "This is
my body,"

and since other phrases of Christ, e.g.

"I am the door," are obviously figurative, one must not
immediately assume that "I am the truth,"

is true

literally, or that the nature of truth is 'personal'
ar~

therefore non-propositional and non-logical.

At

least other views should be considered; and here three
theories will be briefly examined.

The first of these three views, for want of a. better
name, will be ca,11ed the empirical view of truth.

\

That

the view to be described is empirical, no one oan deny;
though there may be empiricists who woul(i not aocept
all the description.

Whether it is possible to have

a consistent empirioism without one or another of these
elements, everyone must consider for himself.

This empiricism profesees to discover truth in
sensory experience.

The two ideas to be noted are

discovery and experienoe.

Truth is . . said to be

discovered or given, not constructed or reconstructed
wi th the ai(1 of. apriori forms of the mind.
Relianoe is placed on sense data.

The idea of a tree

wt>rK

is a sense datum, not the FIst rt of the produotive
imagination, and so is a oloud and a mountain.
things are found in or by sensation alone.

Thus

This view

does not neoessarily entail Looke's analysis of
experienoe into .the aim-rle ideas of white, bitter,
soft, and so on;

but even if the data are wholes

after the manner of Gestalt psycholmgy, it is
essential that they

be given in their entirety, in

a single experienoe of receptivity, and that truth
oonsists of these perceptions with their legitmate
oombinations.
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The Christian proponents of this empirioism see
in i t . . . at least three advantages.
conforms to oommon sense.

First, it

No uneduc 8,ted person would

ever suspeot that his image or idea of a tree or a
mountain is other than a sense datum.

To ordinary

oonsoiousness there aeems to be no intelleotual
operation involved.

Seoond, a Christian in partioular

oan easily believe that this view is extremely favorable
to, not to say necessary for, a proper use of Christio
evidenoes.

Do not the arguments from miraoles,

fulfilled propheoy, and . . espeoially'"

from the

resurrection of Christ demand an empirioal epistemology?
And third, sinoe the

histo~y

of philosophy furnishes

examples of views whioh imply omnisoienoe to avoid
skeptioism and skeptioism to avoid omnisoienoe,
empirioism appears to steer preoisely between this
Soylla and Charybdis.

However, as epistemologioal problems are extremely
oomplex, so that an assured adherenoe to adete.iled
view borders on raohness, it is not surprising
empirioism han had to faoe serious difficulties.

that
The

history of Britism empirioism from Looke to Hume is
prima faoie evidence of its skeptioal implioations.
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Nor does the connection between empiricism and
skeptioism depend on Locke's enumeration of simple
ideas.

Not only have the. later and more radical

empirioismo of James, Schiller, and Dewey tended
toward skeptici .. ,

but even Hume himself made

little use of Locke'S analysis.

A second difficulty,

though perhaps not so evident a one,
existence of sense data.

concerns _

the

With all of Kant's efforts

to avoid the skepticism of Hume he still insisted on
a sensory given, and the development from Kant to
Hegel contai,ned as one of its moat important phases
a search for this given.

The search was unsuccessful.

A contemporary Hegelian, Brand Blanshard, in his
The Nature of Thought, is still troubled by the same
difficulty.
the

~

And if it be supposed that this is not

I

lesson a Christian should take from Hegelianism,

it might be recalled that st. Augustine also was unable
to find a sensory given existing apart from an

intelleo~al

operation.

These two difficulties concern the function of
the human mind in its obtaining truth, and may therefore
be called subjective.

One should also distinguish

~I
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the
certain objective considerations, for/two questions,
What is truth? and
are not identical.
be made later;

HOW

do we

know~

although related,

Further use of this distincticn wi 11

so fe,r ao empiricism goes, the objective

difficulty reduces to, the question whether the unity
of truth ca,n be preserved or whether da,ta, precisely
because t hey are data, muot be disconnected and
unsystematio.

A" mere menticn of this objective

difficul ty must suffioe at this point i.n view of the
contention that the subjective difficulties with
empiricism seem to be insuperable.

If some empiricists, whatever they think of the
objections, refuse to accept all the elemente of the
description above, a second theory of truth, or group
of th.eories, is still more difficult to oharacterize
or even to name.

Perhaps the term mystioism will be

appropriate, for the anti-intellectualism of several
of our contemporaries, such as Barth, Brunner, and
certain writers of Dutch extraction, is..

in aome

waye reminiscent of the later medieval mystios.
Negs.tively they oan be said to agree in that they
reject empiricism,

but a positive statement
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without many qualifioations might prove impossible to
formul~,te.

However, one does not distort history too

greatly by affirming that they all stress the unity of
truth and react against epistemologioal atomism.

They

also stress the oontribution of the human mind to the
resultant

knowl~gej

not, however, as Kant did in using

oategories for the formation of judgments; but rather
by introduoing non-logioal faotors.

They might thus

be more inolined to understand Christ's olaim, "I am
the truth," literally, and they might say that truth
The more reoent

is not propositional but 'personal'.

of these writers in their stress on the person emphasize
the noetio effeots of nin; for if sin

oontamin~tes

the whole man as a unitary 'person and thus vitiates
his intellectual prooesses, it follows that the truth
he has oonstruoted or

rec~nstruoted

by his intellectual

operations oannot be pure or uncontamiaated.

Inclined

as they are to mystioism with ita reliance on analogies,
they might describe the epistemologioal situation by
the view from this window.

Here in Luzern today one oan

look down on the Vierwaldstattersee and up to Mount
Pilatus.

But it is rainy and very cloudy.

seeing one tree or one crag distinotly, thea
tourist sees the whole confusedly.

Instead of
mystio

The trees, the
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mountains, and the olouds merge in dim sha.pes •. Tha.t
is to say, no human being oan see or know any single,
pure, distinot truth, but he may have a oloudy
peroeption of all truth as a whole.

This analogy is

supposed to be oonsistent, not only with the noetio
effeots of sin, but also with the infinite glory of
God.

Around about God are olouds and thiok darkness

that human eyes oannot pieroe.

Of him Bonaventura says

we have a globe.l representation for whioh the intuition
is lacking.

And if God is truth, literally and without

qualifioation, obvicusly man oannot have the truth.

Emil Brunner states explicitly and accepts an
implioation of this position, which others have missed,
or have not seen so olearly,

or even try to repudiate.

Sinoe on the mystioal view intellectual distinotions
are inadequate to the existential situation and logio
oannot oope with life, it follows that if God can
speak to man, the revelation may ocnsist of false
propositions.

The sentenoes in the pible may be both

revelatory and false.

i3\'- fA.~ on e. yo-

In fact W might even he.ve
~

conoluded that all propositional revelation must be
false, for in his Divine-Human Enoounter he says that
not merely the words but their intelleotual oontent
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itself is a mere iss ••
not the real thing.

framework or reoeptaole and

And there are professing christians

who have said publioly that the human mind simply
oannot grasp truth at all.

On the subjective side of the epistemologioal
problem these objections ought to be

ole~r.

When the

unity of truth and personality is so stresoed that
one must be omnisoient in order to know anything, the
theory for all ita superficial piety is as skeptioal
as Hume's.

But the difficulty on the objeotive side

is perhaps not so obvious and may require further
explanation.

It is that this view provides no olear

definition of truth.

Naturally, if nothing is olear

and all is "'loloudy, the meaning of truth is equally
obsoure.

Not only is it impossible to distinguish

between a mountain and a oloud, for only in virtue of
the olear and distinct peroeptions on a sunny day oan
one believe that there are mountains among those oloudy
shapes, but what is worse, the human mind does not
know the meanings of mountain and oloud, i.e. of truth
and ial.a

tai.IE

falSity.

These meanings must also

be olear and distinot items of pure knowledge whioh
the theory makes impossible.
appeal to unintelligible
or voluble analogies.

This may explain the

para~oxes,

silent tranoes,
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There is a third view of truth that attempts to
escape these difficulties.

It might be called apriorism,

preauppositionaliam, or intellectualism, if these terms
are not too definitely connected with earlier, specific
systems.

The subjective aspect of this theory requires

a body of apriori forms or truths as a guarantee
again~t

skepticism.

In empiricism the mind begins as a

blank sheet of paper, and to use Aristotle's phrase,
it is actually nothing before it thinks.
sensation furnishes data.

Then

But the apriorists find

themselves unable to understand how universal and
immutable

~

truth can be constructed out of

constantly changing particulars.

How can the laws of

logic, which are not sense datal be constructed from
bits of experienoe when these bits muot first be
oonnected by the laws of logic?
bear any meaning apart from
forms?

~

How can alleged data
presupposed logioal

The classification of data or even of one

datum can be made legitimately only through the use
of universal principles not contained in momentary
particulars.

A Christian who adopts this view does not find
that it lacks Scriptural support.

The Reformed

~
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doctrine of the image of God in man attributes to
mants mind or soul characteristics which oome direotly
from the aot of oreation and not from sensory
experienoe.

Mants original

endowment~

both knowledge and righteousness.

oontained

Scripture ....

does not describe the soul, either before or after the
fall, as blank or actually

I'" .
no~hing.

So ineradioable

is this original kgowledge that even when a depraved
sinner wishes to extrude God from his mind, he oannot
do so, but retains some reoognition of the divine
majesty and the moral law written on his heart.

It is in this way that apriorism avoids the
deadly dilemma of omniscienoe or skeptioism.

Instead

of beginning with nothing and failing to arrive at
universal propositions through sensation, and instead
of beginning with everything and failing to explain our
present extensive ignoranoe, apriorism aSSSliiS._

allOWS

a body of primary prinoiples on whioh further knowledge
may be built up.

On the objective aide of the problem alao, aprioriam
or intelleotualism would seem to offer lesn diffioulty
than the oompeting views.

The unity of truth is

preserved without sacrifioing the olarity and distinotness

.
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of the several truths because truth is conoeived as
a system of truths.

While a person may know this or

that proposition without knowing its place in the
system, the propositicn itself is objectively a part
of a logioal whole.

It derives ita meaning from the

. system although the person in question may not know the
derivation.

At this point a short exposition

encounters a formidable obstacle.
&oaume that when two

person~

~e

may hastily

write or speak the same

words, they have expressed the same proposition.

This

is not always so, and after a long and confuoing
philosophic interchange it may seem never to be • so.
At any rate, certain terms and sentenoes which are
verbally identioal, in Riemanian and Euclidean
geometry for example, do not express the same truth.
Their meanings depend on the systems from which they
are taken.

The result can be subjective

c~nfuslon,

but objeotively the unity and diversity of truth
is maintained.

This distinction between the subjective and. objective
aspeots of the question also enables the

I(J.,

Christ~

apriorist to do justioe to the noetic effects of sin.
In the philosophy of paradox knowledge is so oonditioned
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by the human mind that the result can never be pure
or true.
false.

If God speaks to us, what we hear must be
On this third view the objective truth of a

proposition is not affected by sin.

Sin and its

guilt attatcheo
to persons, not propoaitions.
...,""

The

power and result of sin io found in the subjective
confusion of philor.ophic diacusoicm, in aome though not
all inotances of ignorqpce, in all errors of logic,
ot"..lt .a~t
and of course in the 7*7 . .
moral
, or practical

*1,

use to which propositions are put.

It would seem that

these spheres ouffice for the noetic effects of sinj
but if something has been omitted, it cannot be the
truth of the propositions themoelves -

on pain of

denying the clear and distinct truth that sin has
noetic effects.

In conclusion, the empirical view of knowledge
seeme to entail skepticism.

Mysticism attempts to

cO!llbine omnisci.ence, ignorance I paradox, and a false
-tit 0 c.c.~" t wlll y"" CA.;" e.
revelation. Intellectualism hi". • ..sapo name

;
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